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I am your Teacher. My Name is Miss
Sultan
Things I like:
Places I have visited/would like to visit
I have travelled to Prague & Vienna and one day I
hope to visit Cyprus.
The subjects I like most are Literacy, Maths and
Topic.
My favourite children’s author is Martin Waddell.
My favourite book is Owl Babies.
What I enjoy about being a teacher
I find teaching to be a very rewarding and
fulfilling job, I am very passionate about helping
children learn and progress. I am particularly
passionate about Reception because this is the
year group where children learn key skills that
they will use throughout their school career.
Practitioners in Reception have a unique
opportunity to create the foundations that all
future learning will be based upon. I enjoy
observing children grow and develop into
independent learners and confident individuals.
What I am looking forward to next year:
I am looking forward to meeting the children in
my class and working collaboratively with parents
to help every child meet his/ her full potential.

Our Classroom
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These are some of the things we will learn about in our class:
The world around us, including seasons and outer space!
Traditional tales and fairy tales!
Celebrations!
Dinosaurs!
We will also learn Phonics, Maths and Literacy every day. By the end of Reception, you will be
able to read and write sentences, and solve lots of mathematical problems!
This is what our learning environment looks like……

Things that will help us work well in class…







Listening to each other.
Sharing our ideas.
Keeping our classroom tidy.
We need to follow the schools rules and expectations.
Attend school every day and be on time.
Always work hard and try our very best in everything that we do.
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Every day I need to bring with me:
My book bag
A water bottle
A waterproof coat
It is useful to keep a spare change of clothes (including underwear) in your P.E bag as well; just
in case of an accident.

Lunchtime:
Lunchtime is very exciting. You can either have a school dinner or a packed lunch from home.
Here a few things you can do at home to prepare for having lunch at school:
Eat a range of healthy foods and talk about the importance of a healthy diet with your
grown ups
Eat hot meals using a knife and fork.

